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Abstract :In foreign jurisdictions, various models of responsibility for juvenile offenses are
adopted. In many countries, like Poland, entirely separate regulations in this field are adopted
(England and Wales, Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Spain, Ireland, Germany,
Scotland, Switzerland, Sweden). In other countries like (Slovakia, Belarus, Estonia, Greece to 2003,
the Netherlands, Lithuania, Russia, Slovenia, Ukraine), there are specific rules of responsibility of
minors included in criminal codes and codes of criminal proceedings. Different solutions in this
regard are partly due to the different traditions of legal systems, and partly due to various
axiomatic justifications formulated in these matters. Review of legislation on minority in selected
European countries: Poland, Slovakia and the Czech Republic shows that in terms of the approach
to the problem of minority in all legal systems, specific interaction of children and young people
who come into conflict with the criminal law are included, as well as those that show signs of
corruption, making their proper personal and social development threatened. Adoption of selected
concepts of minors legislation, however, does not mean more or less severe approach to the liability
of minors.
Both discussed issues the theoretical and practical ones, are the subject of the deliberations
beneath, their structure includes:
1. Problems of minors in the European countries
2. Minors in Polish criminal justice system
3. Minors’ responsibility in Slovakian criminal justice system
4. Czech criminal justice system in relation to a minor
Keywords: Polish criminal law, Slovakian criminal law, Czech Republic criminal law, proceedings
in juvenile cases, resocialization.

1. Problems of minors in the European countries
V. Konarka-Wrzosek signifies that several European countries have their
separate regulations concerning minors who violate legal-penal norms and separate
concerning other signs of minors’ demoralization (there are so called double-track
systems), whereas the other countries regulate the problems of minors who commit
punishable offences or showing other symptoms of demoralization, in one common legal
act (these are so called one-track systems). There is also signified that in some (few)legal
systems the range of punishable offences is wider among minors than in case of adults,
because it includes the behaviours irrelevant to young age, which for adults they do not
constitute the prohibited offences and do not result in negative legal consequences.
However, independently on the system of proceedings with minors, either the one-track, or
the double-track system – there is one particular, quite homogenous system of approaching
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to these two minors’ groups. Especially characteristic for this approach is the respect of
minors upbringing and counteracting their further delinquent or other types of
demoralization – taking into consideration, first of all, the minors interest and avoiding
stigmatization of young persons, and also undertaking the activities towards their quickest
and fullest reintegration with a normally functioning society2.
Already in almost all the countries there is the obligatory equal age of minority,
which upper limit is the same and is 18 years old. In case of lower limit of the minor age
there are no equal standards. The age of 10 years old, as the lower limit of responsibility of
juveniles is predicted in legal regulations in England, Wales, Cyprus, Switzerland and in
some countries from beyond Europe– among others Australia. The lower limit of age is
predicted in Ireland (7 years) and Scotland (8 years), a little bit higher in Turkey (11
years), and in Holland (12 years), whereas significantly higher in Austria, Bulgaria,
Estonia, Spain, Lichtenstein, Germany, Russia, Romania, Slovenia, Italy, Belarus,
Lithuania, Latvia, Malta, Ukraine and Hungary (14 years), while in the Czech Republic,
Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Iceland (15 years)3.
2. Minors in Polish criminal justice system
Polish legal act about minors cases proceedings, where the subject of regulation
are both children and teenagers who commit punishable offences and manifest other
symptoms of demoralization, is due to the worldwide current of minors proceedings,
additionally, to a large extent, it is done in the consolidated way, though not entirely,
because adjudicating the most severe means to send a minor to a young offenders’
institution, is reserved exclusively for the offenders (at the age of 13-17 years) of
punishable offences predicted in the legal act – crimes, taxation offences or several
offences from the Penal Code (art.10 l.j.p.)4. However, Polish legislator predicts the
possibility of adjudicating the criminal penalties towards minors, but only towards those
who are criminally demoralized (art.10§2p.c.). Polish system gives the opportunity of
adjudicating (art.10§2 and §3p.c.)5 the penal responsibility in relation to a minor offender
of a series punishable offence, who was 15 years old at the moment of that act, on the basis
of regulations defined in the penal code, if the previous educational or corrective means
were not efficient.
Minority and non-age are linked with the child-teenage age, which characteristic
feature is that the human being is immature, so differentiating the legal statuses
dependently on the branch of law is not understandable. Rational and consequent influence
on children and teenagers is impossible. Within the area of criminal law children and
teenagers are treated as adults and responsible at the age of 17 (exceptionally at 15), and
within the other areas of social life and law they are treated as immature, not having full
rights and obliged to obey their parents, protectors, teachers and other subjects which can
make decisions for them and intervene in their lives at least till the age of 18 years old.
This inconsistency of statuses of seventeen years old persons is also defined in
art.1§1u.p.n., which indicates the possibility of using the regulations of legal law within
preventing and fighting with demoralization a year longer i.e. till the age of 18.
Konarska - Wrzosek V. (2013), Postępowanie nieletnich w Polsce – ocena obowiązujących rozwiązań
mataerialnoprawnych i kierunki ewentualnych zmian; [in]Probacja.Quarterly magazine noI/2013, Publishing
House The Ministry of Justice, p.86.
3 Compare Wymiar sprawiedliwości wobec nieletnich w wybranych krajach (2006), Instytut Wymiaru
Sprawiedliwości, Warszawa
4 Legal law about juvenile proceedings of 26thOctober1982 (O.J.2010, No.33, pos.178).
5 Compare Legal Law from 6th June1997. Penal Code (O.J. from2012. poz.611)
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Differentiating the upper limits of the age of minority depends if the basis of initiating the
proceedings, according to l.j.p., is committing the punishable offence or demonstrating the
symptoms of demoralization, is it conjugated with differentiated lower minority threshold
of age, which requires 13 years old in case of initiating proceedings because of punishable
offence, and in case of counteracting the demoralization the age is not defined, which
means that it can refer to even small children6.
3. Minors’ responsibility in Slovakian criminal justice system
Problems of minors committing the punishable offences or signalizing the
symptoms of demoralization, are regulated in Slovakian legislation in one legal act.
Therefore, Slovakia implemented the other one-track system, different than in Poland or
the Czech Republic.
Chapter four of Slovakian penal code refers to detailed resolutions of prosecuting
the minors, part one regulates minors’ responsibility (§22,§94,and§95 of Slovakian
p.c.)7and specifies the age of minors’ criminal responsibility. The lowest limit of juvenile
age is 14 years old, and the upper one is 18. A minor who is not 14 years old at the
moment of committing the punishable offence is not liable to criminal responsibility.
The legislator signified that a person, who is not 15 years old at the moment of
committing sexual abusing offence, is not responsible for it. The lack of particular
resolutions in chapter four means that, the rest of the penal code regulations are applied in
relation to minors.
A minor, younger than 15 years old at the moment of committing a punishable
offence, who has not reached the enough level of intellectual and moral maturity to
recognize illegality of his/her behaviour and to control his/her action is not criminally
responsible for it. The offence, which features are indicated in this code, is not the
delinquency, if its harmfulness is small and it is committed by a minor.
Slovakian legislator predicts different cases of abandonment of punishing (§9798p.c.of Slovakia). The predicted punishments are: compulsory work, financial penalty,
forfeiture of property, prohibition of activities, expulsion (from a year till five years) and
penalty of imprisonment, and the decision of protective or educating means. They are so
called treatment means and protective reeducation means, e.g. resocialization institution,
foster care, among others, if a minor who commits small offences shows symptoms of
repentance and his/her personality indicates improvement of behaviour and potent further
socialization and the correct process of self-education. The law court can also cancel the
punishment against a minor committing small offences if it is recognized that the
resocialization would be a more efficient means than the punishment towards a minor.
When we compare the Polish and Slovakian legislators, the law court works
according to the main rule of the welfare of a minor and the will to his/her quick return to
the expected, socially accepted norms and rules. This prerequisite determines the legislator
to implement the regulation (§105Slovakian p.c.), if a person is 12 years old but not 13,
and he/she committed the offence, which is punishable, according to the code, to lifelong
imprisonment, the law court within the proceedings can adjudicate the protective
educational means, on application of public prosecutor. The law court can also decide in
Konarska - Wrzosek V. (2013), Postępowanie nieletnich w Polsce – ocena obowiązujących rozwiązań
ataeralnoprawnych i kierunki ewentualnych zmian; [in] Probacja. Quarterly Journal no.I/2013, Publishing
House Ministry of Justice, pp.87-88.
7 Zákon č. 300/2005 Z.z. Trestný zákon -- v znení neskorších prepisov.
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the same way, if it is needed to protect the education of a person younger than 14 years
old.
The Slovakian legislator implemented the rules of imprisonment punishing (§117
Slovakian p.c.).
In case of the imprisonment punishment for young offenders, the conditions of
imprisonment predicted in the legal act should be diminished by half, and maximum limit
of this imprisonment diminish does not have to be higher than seven years, and the
minimum limit of imprisonment is two years. Additionally, the law court can adjudicate
the punishment of absolute imprisonment for a minor, on condition that, taking into
consideration the circumstances of the case, the young offender personality and the earlier
punishments, did not bring the achievement of purposes, within the legal act. In case when
a young offender committed particularly serious crime, and that had high importance for
the society (the dishonorable way of committing the offence, or because of negative and
irreparable results), the law court can sentence the minor to the imprisonment of 7 to 15
years8.
4. Czech criminal justice system in relation to a minor
The Czech Republic, like Poland, in its legislature implemented a double-track
system regarding the proceedings in relation to minors. The legal act of 25th June 2003
about the responsibility for minors’ illegal offences and about the jurisdiction in relation
to minors and about the changes in several legal acts9, defines the prerequisites for
minors’ responsibility for illegal offences defined in penal code, means adjudicated for
such illegal offences, proceedings and minors’ jurisdiction.
The proceedings about the illegal offences committed by minors (children
younger than 15 years old and minors at the age of 15-18) is carried out in such a way that
the person who committed punishable offence, would stop committing these kinds of acts
and could adapt to the society according to his/her abilities, intellectual development and
that the person would be able to understand the damages caused by his/her illegal acts. The
proceedings has to be carry on in a way to achieve preventing and limiting commitment of
illegal offences.
The Czech Republic legislator defines the age of criminal responsibility and
gives explanations of basic notions related to minors.
A child younger than 15 years old is a person who is not 15 at the moment of
committing the punishable offence, however, an adolescent is somebody who is 15, but not
18, at the moment of committing the offence. According to the legal act mentioned above,
the illegal deed is the offence, crime or the other punishable deed. Within the proceedings
related to minors the legislator predicts: the educational means, preventing means, penal
means, also the means applied to children – younger than fifteen years old. Juvenile court
can apply the juvenile means, only in case if the other proper means of proceedings and
preventing means, (particularly these improving the social relationships and leading to
prevent the illegal offences) do not bring the realization of educational and improving
purposes.
Juvenile court within its proceedings takes into consideration the juvenile age,
state of health, intelligent and psychical development so that a person’s further
8
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development would not be threatened. The proceedings should be carried on in such the
way to lead to prevent committing further illegal offences. The organs active in the
juvenile proceedings are obliged to cooperate with proper organs of social-legal children
prevention. During the proceedings carried on according to the regulations of the legal act
mentioned above, the personal details and the privacy of a person should be protected, so
that the juvenile would be prevented against harmful influences, respecting the rule of
presumption of innocence.
If the legal act does not stated something else, the Penal Code is applied to
adjudicate the offences committed by a minor. The legislator established the means applied
towards minors: educational means, preventive means, penal means. If a minor committed
the illegal offence because he/she does not know the legal regulations, because of the age,
intellectual maturity, circumstances where he/she lived, the juvenile court can abandon of
adjudicating the penal means (on condition that there is a guarantee of juvenile behavior
improvement and a person who gives such the guarantee has the real educational influence
on the minor). The juvenile court can abandon of applying the penal means and can
reprimand the minor or can transfer the proceedings to the statutory representative, the
school, or school institution executing the preventing means (tutorial institutions) at the
place of living. In such the case, the juvenile court consults with the school or tutorial
institution.
The juvenile court can abandon of applying the penal means towards a minor
only in case when the minor committed the offence being in the state resulting of psychical
defect and the court would apply the preventing treatment, which would guarantee the
minor’s improvement better than applying the penal means. Moreover, the juvenile court
can conditionally abandon of applying the penal means, if it is considered necessary to
follow the minor’s behaviour for some time. In case of conditional abandon of applying the
penal means the law court defines the probation period for one year. At the same time the
court can apply the preventing or tutorial means leading to minor’s correct life, it can also
apply the duty to repair the damages or to give back the benefit gained by groundless
enrichment. At particular circumstances, towards or an individual person or case, the
juvenile court can give up the conditional abandon of applying the penal means because
the reason to apply the penal means is terminated and it can appoint the supervision, if it
was not decided so far, it can extraordinarily prolong the probation period, however not
longer than for one year, or it can apply the tutorial means did not applied so far and
defined in §15 to §2010.
Conclusion
The criminal responsibility of minors in Poland is established at the age of 17
years old, although the Convention about the children’ rights predicts the “child” status for
a person who is not 18 years old, and the international organizations recommendations
tend to establish the criminal responsibility from the age of 18 (e.g. XIX Congress AIDP in
September 2004). Almost in all the countries where the unlimited criminal responsibility
starts at the age of 18, the proceedings towards the juveniles under this age is the particular
criminal proceedings, but in Poland a minor under 17 years old (apart from the exceptions
15 years old – art.10§2 p.c.) is the subject of tutorial proceedings.
The juvenile proceedings system in Poland, the Czech Republic, or Slovakia
requires not only proper penal means, but mainly properly functioning juvenile
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resocialization system tending to achieve the stable changes in negative attitudes and
behaviors facing the globalization and new threats. The juveniles should have shown the
behaviours good for them and convincing them that with some effort it is possible to
achieve some purposes and intentions. We should remember that the negative attitude of
minors towards the reality and the compulsory norms in each society often results in the
minor opinion about impossible satisfactory life, self-realization at normal accepted rules
at each element of our contemporary life.
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